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Abstract
Conflict is a common phenomenon in fisheries systems, particularly when co-exploited by
different user groups (e.g. recreational and commercial fishers). As unsolved disputes can
impede sustainability progress, fisheries management has the task of identifying,
understanding and addressing conflict. Yet, the human dimensions and particularly conflict
resolution have often been neglected in the management of commercial-recreational
fisheries. An example for the urge of an adequate conflict management is the brackish
inshore coast of the southern Baltic Sea in Germany. This fishery is characterized by shallow
oligo- to mesohaline, eutrophic to polytrophic lagoons that form a unique and highly
productive habitat where freshwater predators such as pike (Esox lucius) are prime targets.
Traditionally exploited by commercial fishers, recreational fishing has recently gained
importance and a guiding sector has emerged. Additionally, the area is important for
conservation. The aim of this study is to describe stakeholder perceptions regarding conflict
at the fishery. Interviews with key stakeholder groups (commercial and recreational fishers,
administration, eNGOs, scientists etc.) were conducted and analyzed using a qualitative
conflict model to identify the main variables fostering conflict. Results indicate that conflict
exists between numerous stakeholder groups, particularly among recreational and
commercial fishers as well as between fishing interests and nature conservation. The analysis
suggests that divergent understandings of the ‘appropriate’ resource use, issues of
distributive justice, variation in resource dependence and lifestyle tolerance as well as
insufficient structured communication between groups contribute to the conflicts. The
interview material reveals that particularly conflicts between user groups are characterized
by deep prejudices about the outgroup and destructive conflict behavior. To prevent a further
entrenchment of conflicts, I recommend that management should dismantle communication
barriers and foster a fact-based dialogue. Conflict management may thus contribute to
ensuring long-term effective governance while aligning the interests of its stakeholders.

iii
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Introduction

1.1

Fisheries and conflict

Fisheries management has the task of achieving human goals and objectives established for
fisheries resources (Arlinghaus 2005). Following the long-standing calls for a better
integration of the social and natural sciences (e.g. Gordon 1954; Heberlein 1988; Hunt et al.
2013; Martin 2019), there is an increasing realization that the human dimensions are an
essential part of fisheries management. Today, fisheries involve many divergent
stakeholders, and many water bodies are used for multiple purposes (e.g. recreational,
commercial and conservation purposes) at the same time, which inevitably leads to colliding
interests and conflict (Charles 1992). There is plenty evidence that conflict is prevalent in
fisheries (Bavinck 2005). Research efforts concerning fisheries conflict are rapidly
increasing, which suggests a growing concern over this issue (Spijkers et al. 2018). Conflicts
can reduce trust and hinder cooperation among stakeholders (Sandole et al. 2009; Deutsch
1994). They can also cause people to violate rules of resource use (Harrison and Loring
2014), often resulting in a threat to sustainability (Madden and McQuinn 2014) and/or
increasing enforcement costs to reach common goals like the preservation of shared fish
resources (Bruckmeier 2005). Therefore, one essential role of fisheries management is
addressing and managing conflict.
Although stakeholder conflicts can undermine effective resource conservation (Ostrom
1990; Harrison and Loring 2020), they are often neglected or dealt with superficially in
practice, thus ignoring their often complex dynamics and causes (Hunt et al. 2013; Spijkers
et al. 2018; Bruckmeier 2005). Marine and coastal environments are vulnerable as their
boundaries are often invisible or unclear (Ostrom 2008, 1990), but current research on
coastal conflict is insufficient (Stepanova and Bruckmeier 2013). It is assumed that coastal
fishery conflicts can only be addressed once they are well-understood (Salayo et al. 2006);
yet no panacea exists in this regard. Appropriate tools are needed to break down complex
conflicts into their heterogenous parts (Harrison and Loring 2020); therefore, the following
chapters distinguish between a few approaches to classify conflict.

1.2

Conflict parties

Conflicts can be distinguished by the levels at which they occur, including the individual,
group, organizational, and international level (Byrne and Senehi 2009). On an individual
level, fisheries conflict can be defined as a perceived goal interference attributed to someone
else’s behavior; i.e. a person perceives a problem that hinders them in achieving a goal, and
someone else is blamed for the personal dissatisfaction (Jacob and Schreyer 1980).
Regardless of the problem’s real causes, goal interference then results in interpersonal
conflict (Jacob and Schreyer 1980). The same dynamic applies for conflicts among groups
and organizations pursuing collective goals; groups can also attribute goal interference to
other individuals or groups (Bartos and Wehr 2002). Conflicting parties in fisheries can,
among others, encompass different types of fishery stakeholders such as commercial and
1

recreational fishers, non-fishing recreational water users, management bodies, and lobby
groupings (Arlinghaus 2005).

1.3

Conflict types

Fisheries conflict can occur over different issues at hand which are important to be located.
A useful typology by Charles (1992)categorizes four primary classes of fishery conflicts
including management mechanisms, internal and external allocation as well as fishery
jurisdiction (see Table 1 for an overview).
Table 1: Typology of fisheries conflict adapted from Charles (1992). See text for explanation.

Classification
Management mechanisms

Description
Short-term problems in
management plan
development and
application

Internal allocation

Conflicts between users of
a specific fishery system

External allocation

Conflicts between users of
a fishery system and those
outside of the fishery

Fishery jurisdiction

Concerns the long-term
control of the fishery
through ownership, access,
and governance

Examples
• Management plans
• Enforcement
conflicts
• Fisher/government
interactions
• ‘Gear Wars’
conflicts
• User group conflicts
• Fishers vs processors
• Domestic vs foreign
• Fishers vs.
aquaculture
• Competing ocean
uses (e.g. tourism)
• Property rights
• The role of
government
• Intergovernmental
conflicts

Conflicts involving issues of management mechanisms are widespread in fisheries (Charles
1992). Fishery users often feel they are not adequately consulted in the process of developing
management plans (fisher/government interactions); such conflicts were reported in many
U.S. fisheries (Smith 1980). Fishers can also purposefully or accidentally violate rules, or
complain about excessive or insufficient enforcement (enforcement conflicts), which was
documented in Thailand (Salayo et al. 2006). Conflicts resulting from the inadequate
enforcement of regulations were also reported in Bangladesh (Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014).
Conflicts over fishery management plans typically include disagreements over restrictions
like allowable harvest levels, fishing times and gears; however, these are often rooted in
fishers’ concerns over allocation with other internal and external users (Charles 1992).
2

Management conflicts can also be intersectoral: disputes between fishing interests and
conservation authorities are particularly well-established (Hilborn 2007).
Many fisheries conflicts tend to be dominated by allocation issues (Charles 1992). Internal
allocation conflict can result from the competition between different fishery users or user
groups over scarce resources (Bennett et al. 2001). This competition arises over fish stocks,
particularly when different types of users target the same species (Arlinghaus 2005). For
instance, conflicts over the exploitation of the same fish species have been documented in
Italy (Silvestri et al. 2016). Competition can also arise over space: access is a precondition
for capture, making territory an important factor where potential interferences of one gear
with another can occur (Bavinck 2005). Moreover, fish often concentrate in favorable
locations, making some fishing grounds more contested (Bavinck 2005). Conflicts due to
spacio-temporal overlap were, among others, found between recreational and artisanal
fishers in Argentina (Llompart et al. 2017) and Kenya (Kadagi et al. 2020).
Competition for space can also lead to external allocation conflicts, e.g. with recreational
water uses such as windsurfing. Such conflicts were reported in the Philippines (Salayo et
al. 2006). Co-exploitation of scarce resources by different user groups within and outside the
fishery also increases the possibility of a ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin 1968). The
concept sees users as selfish profit-maximizers who harvest as much as possible to avoid
that someone else takes the resource first. This can ultimately lead to a depletion of the
resource and an escalation of conflict (Arlinghaus 2005).
Additionally, conflicts can result in greater debates over fishery jurisdiction, i.e. the longterm control of and access to a fishery (Charles 1992). For instance, such conflicts were
reported between recreational and commercial fishers in Australia (Kearney 2001) and
Brazil (Freire et al. 2012). They can also lead to corruption and a lack of formal structures
in fisheries management (e.g. Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014). Additionally, intergovernmental
conflicts can involve several countries and their competing claims. For example, a conflict
in the South China Sea involved six different governments and their claims over fishing
territory (Spijkers et al. 2018).

1.4

Causes of conflict

Perceived goal interference can have several causes. “Identifying the operative causes in any
single conflict helps us both to understand that conflict and to deal with it” (Bartos and Wehr
2002, p. 9). Causes of fisheries conflict can be understood with a conflict framework (see
Figure 1) modified from (Arlinghaus 2005) that was originally developed solely for
recreational fishers and is mainly based on Stoll-Kleemann (2001) and Jacob and Schreyer
(1980). According to Stoll-Kleemann (2001), conflict is the result of cultural, institutional
and emotional drivers leading to specific norms, social identity, and discrimination between
in- and out-groups. Jacob and Schreyer (1980) suggest that conflicts can result from one or
various conflict drivers. The conflict framework distinguishes between the group perspective
influencing social identities, and the individual perspective including all factors to the right
side of the social identity. With a few modifications, the framework can be used as a tool to
explore possible drivers of all stakeholder conflicts within a fishery. These factors are
elaborated on in the following.
3

Figure 1: Expanded conflict framework modified from Arlinghaus (2005). See text for explanation.

Cultural drivers: Cultural values are shared conceptions of what is desirable in a society
(Schwartz 2006). Societies can exist at the national or regional level (Manfredo et al. 2017),
resulting from ethnographical and geographical history (Avruch 2009). Cultural values
largely shape and justify the beliefs, actions and goals of individuals and groups (Schwartz
2006). On the other hand, cultural values can only emerge through individuals forming
societies; thus, cultural and individual values are interdependent. Cultural value orientations
are relatively stable and can only change slowly in adaptation to exogenous factors, like
increasing wealth or globalization (Schwartz 2006). If cultural values change, institutional
(e.g., the mode of operation in agencies, laws) and behavioral changes on individual and
group levels typically follow (Schwartz 2006; Manfredo et al. 2017). In a social structure,
shared values exist not only among societies, but also on smaller levels such as groups and
organizations (Manfredo et al. 2017). For instance, in a Mauritian study artisanal fishers
stressed that they considered independence and freedom important values (Hollup 2000). An
example for cultural drivers can be found in conflicts between fishery users and
conservation: many conservation conflicts are rooted in different values on why and how
fisheries should be conserved (Cowx et al. 2010; Manfredo et al. 2017). In this regard, many
conservationists believe in the concept coined by Soulé (1985) that nature has an intrinsic
value and should be preserved for its own sake (Justus et al. 2009). On the other hand,
anthropocentric views see fish as resources that have instrumental values (Arlinghaus et al.
2007c), i.e. benefits that human beings obtain from ecosystems (Carpenter and Folke 2006).
Thus, many conservationists might be primarily ecologically oriented without considering
social and economic dimensions of a fishery while local fishery users might prioritize the
opposite (Charles 1992; Arlinghaus 2005).
Institutional drivers are directly subjected to cultural influences (Stoll-Kleemann 2001) and
represent the formal and informal rules that organize social systems (Bennett et al. 2001).
Thus, institutions are expressions of the cultural values and norms that a society has
(Schwartz 2006). Formal institutions can include the political system as well as its laws and
regulations, while informal institutions can consist of markets or communities (Charles
4

2000; Bennett et al. 2001) as well as taboos and other mutually agreed upon behaviors
(Cooke et al. 2013, p. 439; Ostrom 1990). An example for markets as an institutional driver
can be found in South East Asia, where the pressure for fish commercialization on the global
market fostered conflict among fishery stakeholders (Salayo et al. 2006). As mentioned in
the typology by Charles (1992), regulations can lead to various types of conflicts. Nonfishery-related conservation regulations and instruments may foster conflict when they focus
on protecting the intrinsic value of nature rather than considering fishery users in their
agenda (Cowx et al. 2010; Justus et al. 2009; Arlinghaus 2005). For example, the
establishment of protected areas where fishing is constrained regularly leads to conflict in
marine areas (Hilborn 2007). Similarly, the protection of fish-eating birds has led to
competition with fishery users and caused economic losses to fishing activities (Arlinghaus
2005; Ring et al. 2006). In Germany, these laws follow the European Habitats Directive and
the European Birds Directive, which are transposed into national law by the German Federal
Nature Conservation Act (Ring et al. 2006). Although the German legal system is
characterized by a federal structure, the laws of the various states are largely consistent with
the national law (ibid.). At the same time, national conservation policies can cause conflict
locally when they do not fit local community institutions; a strict national legislation might
thus exacerbate conflict and reduce the flexibility and number of alternative solutions
(Redpath et al. 2013). When regulations are perceived to restrict one group more than another
(e.g. quota, restriction of gear types), the deprived group may feel dissatisfaction because of
perceived unfair treatment, which can generate allocation conflict (Bartos and Wehr 2002;
Loomis and Ditton 1993). For instance, the termination of a stocking policy in a Welsh
Atlantic Salmon fishery resulted in a win-lose outcome and led to an escalation between proand anti-stocking coalitions (Harrison and Loring 2020). Understanding the institutional
frameworks that shape a fishery can thus help in understanding conflicts and their causes
(Bennett et al. 2001).
Emotional drivers can be described as subjective personal feelings, resulting from cultural
and institutional drivers (Arlinghaus 2005). When societal value change result in new
regulations, affected users might have negative feelings towards these regulations and
develop a personal opposition (Stoll-Kleemann 2001). For instance, fishery users often
oppose the extension of nature conservation areas because they fear that fishing activities
will be highly restricted or even banned (Arlinghaus 2005); they might develop strong
emotional attachments to their established ways of living and might thus perceive a change
of the status quo as threatening (Stoll-Kleemann 2001).
Social identity: Individuals partly develop their identity through memberships in groups
(Tajfel 1974). Social identities map group and intergroup processes and can thus aid in
understanding group conflict (Abrams and Hogg 2010). Characteristics like beliefs,
language, rituals, norms and values, but also social categories like gender, age, race, religion,
class or occupation serve as an orientation for group memberships (Deutsch 1994). Thus, a
notion of in- and outgroups is created; in order to maintain a positive social identity,
members tend to defend the ingroup and devaluate the outgroup (Tajfel 1974). This division
is a pre-condition for intergroup conflict (Worchel 2005). Perceived threats to an individual’s
group can be perceived as a threat to the person as well and produce conflict solidarity
(Manfredo et al. 2017; Bartos and Wehr 2002). Moreover, intergroup conflict can mobilize
the group and enhance ingroup cohesion as well as outgroup discrimination (Byrne and
Senehi 2009). Group norms can also overwhelm individual norms when people try to uphold
5

their reputation within the group (Elder-Vass 2010). Conflict parties can thus argue on a
rather individual level or on behalf of their group, depending on the impact a group has on
them. At the same time, group norms are shaped by individuals depending on their role in
the group, again leading to an interdependency. According to the framework by Arlinghaus
(2005), the social identity influences the individual level including resource specificity,
norms, and lifestyle tolerance of individuals.
Communication barriers: As explained above, conflicting parties typically become
increasingly polarized. This may impede direct interaction and meaningful dialogue
(Redpath et al. 2013; Arlinghaus 2005). Parties with fundamentally different values or
distrust against each other might be unwilling to engage in negotiation (Redpath et al. 2013).
Especially a lack of structured communication between and among management bodies and
fishery users often reinforces distrust and feelings of being excluded from decision-making
(Arlinghaus 2005). At the same time, participatory approaches establishing trust can
encourage engagement (Redpath et al. 2013, p. 102); Lubell et al. (2020) recommend social
spaces where stakeholders can negotiate and make collective agreements.
Lifestyle tolerance: In addition to the social drivers above, the following psychological
drivers were developed for individuals engaging in conflict; however, as elaborated before,
they are highly influenced by social identities and can thus equally apply to groups. Identity
formation can lead to the rejection of other individuals and groups as well as their lifestyle.
On a group level, the ‘us versus them’ mentality can result in a downward spiral of animosity
and prejudice (Bartos and Wehr 2002; Cook-Huffman 2009). When conflicts become
increasingly entrenched, parties can use these prejudices in the political process to defend
their position against other individuals or groups, resulting in demonization of the ‘other’.
For example, this was a case in a user group conflict between subsistence fishers and
recreational fishers in a coastal fishery in North Carolina (Boucquey 2017). Commercial
fishers perceived recreational fishers as invasive and disrespectful of traditional uses of
fishes through commercial fisheries. Accusations, e.g. regarding gear damages or law
violations, are common between fishery users (e.g. Kearney 2002) and contribute to hostility
that can further aggravate the conflict (Boucquey 2017).
Resource norms: Individuals and groups develop a set of powerful social norms that tend to
encourage conflict with others (Kelman 2009; Byrne and Senehi 2009). Influenced by their
values, fishery stakeholders may thus have different preferences of how fisheries resources
should be used and managed, which can result in fisheries conflict (Arlinghaus 2005). For
instance, recreational fishers in a Kenyan fishery supported catch-and-release practices and
perceived landing billfish as detrimental to fish stocks; on the contrary, artisanal fishers at
the same fishery perceived catch-and-release practices as playing with food and thus
classified them as disrespectful (Kadagi et al. 2020).
Resource specificity: Internal allocation conflicts also differ according to the resource
specificity (i.e. resource dependence) of fishery users. The term refers to the importance
attached to using a specific resource to carry out the desired activity (Jacob and Schreyer
1980). For example, some recreational fishers might rely on a particularly large species for
trophy fishing whereas commercial fishers might benefit more from stable yields (Hilborn
2007) as well as available fishing grounds to employ their gear (Bavinck 2005).
Additionally, Harrison and Loring (2014) argue that the more people rely on a resource, the
more they tend to fight for it. For instance, a study found that fishers in an African coastal
6

fishery had a high resource specificity for billfish, as they perceived it as an essential source
of income (Kadagi et al. 2020). When users rely on fishing for a livelihood, allocation
conflicts might fuel existential fears and can result in higher conflict sensitivity (Harrison
and Loring 2014; Ratner et al. 2013).

1.5

Coping behavior

Conflict can express itself in the behavior of the parties involved. Some mechanisms of
coping with conflict can be constructive and positively influence change (Redpath et al.
2013), while others are destructive (Deutsch 1994). Parties can act individually and on behalf
of their groups (Elder-Vass 2010). They can contend, yield, withdraw, stay inactive or
choose problem-solving strategies (Byrne and Senehi 2009). Moreover, a common conflict
behavior includes substitution mechanisms; some fishery users might simply choose a
different location with similar benefits, change to a different activity or target species or
defer their activity to a different time (Shelby and Vaske 1991). However, substitutes can
have different constraints such as competition, limited carrying capacities, insufficient time
or money (ibid.). When conflicts become entrenched, more drastic behaviors such as civilian
protests, gear destruction, or fishing bans can be employed (Spijkers et al. 2018). An
escalatory spiral can emerge when attacks lead to counterattacks and parties seek retribution
(Cook-Huffman 2009). A feedback loop was built into the conflict framework to emphasize
the non-linearity and potential escalation of conflicts in response to destructive conflict
behavior (Cook-Huffman 2009; Bennett et al. 2001; Spijkers et al. 2018). Feedbacks can be
interrupted or reinforced through management measures (Arlinghaus 2005).

1.6

Research aims

The concepts presented above can aid in better understanding fisheries conflict. My study
uses the explained concepts to analyze conflict in a mixed commercial-recreational coastal
fishery at the German Baltic Sea. The analysis does not try to verify the validity of the
conflict framework and the conflict typology presented above; instead, it examines their
utility to illustrate the reality of the conflict around a coastal fishery. Based on the literature
review, my study aims to analyze (1) which parties are in conflict and (2) what typology of
conflict exists. In addition, the three most prominent conflicts determined in (1) will be
analyzed regarding the following questions: (3) What are underlying causes of conflict? (4)
How do stakeholders react to conflict?

7

2

Methods & material

2.1

Study site

The analyzed fishery (see Figure 2) is located in the inner coastal waters of the southern
Baltic Sea in Mecklenburg Western Pomerania, Germany (Carstensen et al. 2006). The area
has a total length of 1,358 km and is situated between the Island of Usedom and the DarssZingst Peninsula (Carstensen et al. 2006). Its waters are characterized by shallow lagoons
and estuaries that are intermittently separated from the adjacent Baltic Sea through
peninsulas (Carstensen et al. 2006; Kjerfve 1994; Lampe 1990). Due to low average depths,

Figure 2: Map of study site including conservation areas.

stable thermal or saline stratification does not occur (Lampe 1990), resulting in high
productivity ranging from meso- to polytrophic areas (Schiewer 2008). Brackish water
inflows from the Baltic Sea and freshwater inputs from the mainland widely vary and create
oligo- to mesohaline conditions (Schiewer 2008). Together with an absence of tidal action
and swell (Schiewer 2008; Carstensen et al. 2006), the conditions result in a unique diversity
and abundance of fish species (Hahlbeck and Müller 2003; Thiel et al. 2005; Thiel 2003).
For example, the brackish waters provide excellent feeding conditions for freshwater
predators with an increased saltwater tolerance like pikeperch (Sander lucioperca) and pike
(Esox lucius) (Skov and Nilsson 2018).
Most important commercial fish species include herring (Clupea harengus), roach (Rutilus
rutilus), perch (Perca fluviatilis), eel (Anguilla anguilla), pikeperch and pike (Thiel et al.
2005; Hahlbeck and Müller 2003); however commercial landings have been decreasing since
the German reunification in the 1990s (Thiel et al. 2005). Instead, the region is now
8

increasingly dominated by water-related tourism (Schiewer 2008; Steingrube and Scheibe
2005). Particularly angling interests have strongly risen (Thiel et al. 2005). Today, there is a
co-exploitation of coastal fisheries by a traditional commercial fishery, resident anglers and
touristic anglers (Steingrube and Scheibe 2005). Pike, pikeperch and perch are popular
angling targets at the fishery, however recreational catch numbers and compositions have
not been collected in catch statistics (Thiel et al. 2005). Tourist anglers without a regular
fishing license can buy a tourist fishing ticket; the ticket is accompanied by an education
brochure and enables them to go fishing at the area for 28 days (Landesamt für
Landwirtschaft, Lebensmittelsicherheit und Fischerei Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2016).
Along with the touristic expansion, a guiding sector has emerged (Poser and Rummelhagen
2017).
Additionally, the area is relevant for conservation. It comprises two national parks (Western
Pomerania Lagoon Area and Jasmund) as well as the Southeast Rügen Biosphere Reserve,
and represents an important sanctuary for birds and grey seals (Haffner et al. 2015; Nordheim
et al. 2011). The three nature reserves were founded in 1990 after the German reunification,
and have been restricting access for angling and commercial fishing (Steingrube and Scheibe
2005; Haffner et al. 2015). The Western Pomerania Lagoon Area National Park was
designated as a Special Protected Area within the European Birds Directive in 1992;
furthermore, six Special Areas of Conservation (in German ‘Flora-Fauna-Habitat-Gebiete’)
under the Habitats Directive are situated entirely or partly within the national park (Haffner
et al. 2015). Its protected areas were established within the Natura 2000 network. With an
area of 78,600 ha, the national park is the biggest of all three nature reserves; approximately
83 % consists of water areas including inner coastal waters (ibid.), thus making it particularly
relevant for the fishery. It is subdivided into core zones (Protection Zone I) as well as buffer
and transition zones (Protection Zone II) with different restrictions for fishery users (ibid.).
The Southeast Rügen Biosphere Reserve comprises an area of 22,800 ha, of which
approximately 54 % consist of water areas including inner coastal waters; around one fifth
of the reserve is subject to an additional protection status as a protected area (ibid.). Jasmund
National Park has no access to the inner coastal waters and is therefore of minor relevance
to the study. The changes in the development of the region as well as the diverse demands
regarding its usage and conservation possibly contribute to conflict at the fishery (Lampe
1990; Schiewer 2008).

2.2

Data collection

The aim of the research is to get insights into stakeholders’ perceptions and experiences with
regard to the research questions; therefore, the research method involves qualitative
interviews with stakeholders (Dicicco-Bloom and Crabtree 2006). Interviews were designed
and (predominantly) conducted by other researchers and analyzed by myself. The analysis
was informed by, and contributed to, a larger project focused on ensuring a sustainable,
stakeholder-inclusive management of pike.
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A semi-structured interview guideline was developed by other researchers in German
language to support data collection. The guideline aimed to structure the addressed topics
while at the same time providing flexibility; this leaves room for the respondents’ own
narratives as well as further information that improve the richness of the data (DiciccoBloom and Crabtree 2006; Galletta and Cross 2013). Additionally, a focus on lived
experience can be maintained (Galletta and Cross 2013). This study design is appropriate
when research aims to explore why and how complex interactions occur (Yin 2009); in this
case the study focuses on understanding why and in which ways fishery stakeholders are in
conflict. The guideline was informed by the theoretical knowledge elaborated in Chapter 1.
First, respondents were informed about the background of the interview. They were then
asked about their role at the fishery as well as their experience in it. Fishery users were
additionally asked about their fishing methods. To naturally lead the conversation into the
direction of the topic, stakeholders were asked what has been worrying them regarding the
fishery. The next questions involved the respondents’ dependence on different fishery
resources and their norms around how the fishery resources should be used and managed.
They were then asked about their dependence on and norms around pike, as pike was a major
concern of the project in which this thesis was written. The same question was posed for
large pike, which was defined as pike with a length of more than one meter. Afterwards,
respondents were asked about major conflicts with other stakeholders. For every mentioned
conflict, interviewers asked about its impact on the respondents and their reaction to it. In
the end, they were asked for further comments. Questions were slightly adapted to every
stakeholder group. In general, many questions were posed rather open-ended at first and
more explicitly afterwards, e.g. when interviewees did not know how to respond.
In total, 46 interviews were conducted with respondents from 13 stakeholder groups (see
Table 2). A stakeholder analysis through telephone interviews and desk top research was
conducted by other researchers Table 2: Interviewed stakeholder groups including sample sizes
to identify which stakeholder per interview. Abbreviations are used when directly quoting
groups were present at the respondents.
fishery, i.e. which stakeholders Stakeholder group
No of
Abbreviation
could offer responses to the
interviews
research questions (Galletta Conservation authorities
3
NPBR
and Cross 2013). ChainConservation organizations 2
NSO
referral sampling was also used
(NGOs)
when interview participants
2
WS
recommended further people to Scientists
1
BH
speak with. Thus, a non- Fisheries management
3
BH
random sampling technique Fisheries control
1
BH
was used, as “qualitative Water police
research does not involve Tourism associations
2
TV
random
sampling
of Angling associations
2
AV
participants in the statistical Tourist anglers
4
AT
sense” (Galletta and Cross Resident anglers
4
A
2013, p. 15); instead, the study Angling guides
9
G
aimed to include diverse
Wholesalers
4
GH
perspectives from all identified
Commercial fishers
9
F
stakeholder
groups,
i.e.
46
different
roles
and Total
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backgrounds, to reach thematic saturation (ibid.). Interviews were conducted over a period
of nine months from May 2019 to January 2020, and lasted approximately 1-3 hours and
included up to two respondents each. Four interviews included women as respondents. The
audio data was transcribed externally between September 2019 and March 2020.

2.3

Data analysis

Interviews were analyzed with a qualitative content analysis based on Kuckartz (2014, 2018)
using a qualitative data analysis software (MAXQDA). The coding process lasted
approximately three months from February to May 2020. First, a deductive coding scheme
was developed based on the theoretical knowledge that informed the research (see Table 3).
For each relevant item, main codes and subcodes were produced deductively. After
transferring the deductive coding scheme into MAXQDA, approximately 40 % of the
material was reduced to these codes to test their applicability and adapt them. Codes were
Table 3: Deductive coding scheme including deductive codes used to answer research questions as
well as the key literature codes were based on.

Research question
Which parties are
conflict?

Code
in Conflicting parties

What typology of conflict Issue at hand
exists?
Fishery jurisdiction
Management mechanisms
Internal allocation
Space
Species
External allocation
What are underlying causes Conflict drivers
of conflict?
Cultural drivers
Institutional drivers
Emotional drivers
Social identity
Individual
Group
Communication barriers
Lifestyle tolerance
Resource norms
Resource specificity
Conflict behavior
How do stakeholders react Coping behavior
to conflict?
Individual
Group

Main sources
(Jacob and Schreyer 1980;
Byrne and Senehi 2009;
Bartos and Wehr 2002)
(Charles 1992; Arlinghaus
2005; Bavinck 2005)

(Arlinghaus 2005; Jacob
and Schreyer 1980; StollKleemann 2001; Schwartz
2006)

(Arlinghaus 2005; Schwartz
2006)

refined and inductive subcodes were derived from the coded data. For instance, several
subtopics of institutional drivers were mentioned by respondents. These comments were
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grouped thematically into subcodes like ‘market forces’, ‘quota’, or ‘lack of authority staff’.
Subsequently, the entire material was reduced to the subcodes. More subcodes could be
added in the process wherever the coding scheme was not exhaustive (Kuckartz 2018); topics
that turned out to be random and thus insignificant in the end were compiled in codes with
the name ‘other’. The coding process thus proceeded deductive-inductively according to
Kuckartz (2018). In total, over 90 codes were produced and over 4600 segments were coded.
To reach interpersonal consensus and increase scientific quality, controversial or uncertain
codings were discussed with the supervisors to seek consensus. A coding example is given
in Appendix 1. Codes follow the rules of precision and disjunction (Kuckartz 2014). Every
code entails a detailed code description with prototypical examples from the data and rules
for ambiguous cases (see Appendix 2 for an example). Code descriptions were written in
German language, as interviews were held in German as well. All code descriptions were
gathered in a codebook (see supplemental material for codebook and deductive-inductive
coding scheme) to guarantee transparency and reproducibility. Additionally, case-related
thematic summaries were produced to enhance the comparability of stakeholders’
perceptions. After reducing the material, results were structured and analyzed with
MAXQDA.
To get a better overview, groups were merged when they strongly overlapped thematically,
were located in the same stakeholder group and argued jointly against a common
counterpart. Conservation authorities and conservation NGOs were merged to conservation
interests. In the conflict between commercial fishers and anglers, resident and tourist anglers
as well as angling guides and angling associations were merged to angling groups. Results
are presented in the following chapter starting with overall conflicts to provide a general
overview. To encourage thinking based on storytelling, results are then structured by
conflicts instead of research questions; this structure helps in understanding the depth and
complexity of conflicts (Harrison and Loring 2020).

3

Results

3.1

Overall conflict parties and conflict types

Conflict was found to be existent between numerous of the interviewed groups (see Figure
3). According to the share of codings as well as the share of interviews, conflicts between
fishery users and conservation interests, between commercial fishers and angling groups, as
well as between anglers (intra-anglers conflict) were most dominant. Conflicts between
fishery users and fisheries management were less dominant in the material. Conflicts
between fishery users and external stakeholders as well as conflicts between commercial
fishers were mentioned rather infrequently. Other conflicts included several individual
conflict parties and were also mentioned infrequently.
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Fishery users vs. Conservation interests
Commercial fishers vs. angling groups
Intra-anglers conflict
Fishery users vs. fisheries management
Fishery users vs. external stakeholders
Other conflicts
Conflict between commercial fishers
0%

10%

20%

Share of interviews (N=46)

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Share of codings (N=541)

Figure 3: Conflicting parties. The share of codings depicts how often a combination of conflicting
parties was coded compared to the total number of codings among all interviews (N=541). The share
of interviews shows in how many interviews a combination of conflict parties was mentioned
compared to the overall number of interviews (N=46). Shares are depicted in %.

Stakeholders who represented the most dominant conflicting parties according to the share
of codings (see Figure 3) were defined as selected key stakeholders in Figure 4. I tested
whether there are considerable differences in the conflicts mentioned by these stakeholders
(p < 0,05). These differences existed between the selected groups (Chi2 = 1,8727E-5, i.e. p <
0.05). Commercial fishers primarily expressed conflicts with anglers and conservation.
Guides and anglers mentioned similar conflicts dominated by those with commercial fishers.
However, tourist anglers differed from other interviewed angling groups insofar that they
did not mention conflicts with fisheries management or external stakeholders. Interviewees
from conservation interests mainly mentioned conflicts with angling groups, followed by
conflicts with commercial fishers; conflicts with external stakeholders were mentioned less
frequently.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Commercial fishers

Guides

Tourist anglers

Angling groups

Commercial fishers

Fisheries mgmt and control

External stakeholders

Resident anglers

Conservation
interests

Conservation interests

Figure 4: Distribution of conflicts mentioned by selected key stakeholders. For instance, the first bar
on the left shows which kinds of conflicts were mentioned on average by commercial fishers.
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Figure 5 gives an overview of the issues at hand that the interviewed stakeholders fought

about. Conflicts between the interviewed stakeholders were clearly dominated by internal
allocation and management conflicts. Internal allocation conflicts, which include all
conflicts found between fishery users, were equally dominated by issues around space and
species. Species conflicts primarily involved pike issues, while other species and fish in
general represented a less dominant issue. Management conflicts predominantly involved
issues around management plans, i.e. regulations that affected the fishery, such as the
European Habitats Directive and the European Birds Directive as well as protected areas
established within the European Natura 2000 network. Enforcement conflicts were less
prevalent. External allocation and fishery jurisdiction conflicts around fisher-government
interaction were barely visible in the material. In order to better understand the most visible
conflicts, the following chapters provide a detailed analysis on the three most dominant
conflicts between stakeholders as well as their respective conflict types, conflict causes and
conflict behaviors.

60%

Fisher/Gov interaction

50%

Other
40%

Enforcement

Pike

30%
20%

Mgmt
plans

Space

10%
0%

Management
mechanisms

Fishery jurisdiction Internal allocation External allocation

Figure 5: Conflict types mentioned among all interviewed stakeholders according to share of
codings.
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3.2

Fishery users versus conservation interests

Conflict types
According to the share of codings (see
Fisher/government
Fishery
Figure 6), management plans (i.e.
interaction
jurisdiction
regulations) were the predominant issue
these interviewed groups were fighting
about. In the interviews, conflicting
regulations with conservation interests
primarily included the protection of the
Great Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo),
Enforcement
which represented the most widely
mentioned issue, as well as navigation
bans in protected areas. The protection of
Management
grey seals was a less widely mentioned
plans
issue: while conflicts around cormorants
were mentioned in 20 interviews, conflicts
around grey seals were only revealed in
nine interviews. Enforcement conflicts
between these groups were dominated by
Share of codings
conservation authorities and nongovernmental organizations complaining Figure 6: Conflict types found between fishery
about a high frequency of violations users and conservation by share of codings.
regarding the navigation bans in protected areas. Anglers were particularly mentioned to
violate these rules.

Conflict drivers
Cultural drivers: One conservation authority said they followed the organizational value of
leaving nature untouched. The respondent explained, “And this is really important to us […]:
leaving nature to its own” (NPBR02).

Institutional drivers: With regard to management and enforcement conflicts, several
institutional causes could be identified in the interviews. One authority explained that part
of their function was to designate Special Areas of Conservation and Special Protected Areas
for bird protection within the Natura2000 network. The person explained that, “The
European Special Protected Areas for birds as well as the Special Areas of Conservation […]
are supposed to be transposed into national law. Therefore, protected areas are typically
designated to ensure the Natura2000 objectives” (NPBR03). One conservation authority
stated they were implementing a regulation containing orders and prohibitions for fishery
users. The respondent explained that according to the German Federal Nature Conservation
Act, more than 50 % of the conservation area under the jurisdiction of this authority was
supposed to remain untouched, and noted, “I would say, realistically we will reach around
16 % of untouched area in the next years. So, we are far away from the 50 % and therefore
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we are very interested in finding considerable areas […] to turn them into no-take-zones”
(NPBR02). The person explained that some commercial fishers traditionally had special
permits to fish in the core zones and the so-called ‘protection zone two’ of the conservation
area, and that it was of great concern to the person to change that: “We have not been
successful yet in convincing the commercial fishers to declare that they will not fish […] in
certain areas” (NPBR02). The person added, “As long as people fish in the water body, it
does not count as a protected area. As a no-take-zone. But those are needed” (NPBR02). In
contrast, another conservation authority explained that in their area of jurisdiction,
“traditional businesses are supposed to be sustained and supported […]. That is why the
small-scale commercial fishery is a topic for us. And we are not supposed to, nor want to,
eliminate it” (NPBR01). Thus, institutional drivers around protected areas differed with
regard to the imposed conservation concept. In addition to this issue, a lack of authority staff
for enforcement was one reason particularly mentioned by one conservation authority and
two fisheries authorities, but also by two guides and one angling representative. One
authority employee articulated that controls were insufficient because of a “staff shortage”
(BH03); one guide said that staff was “completely overburdened” (G04).

Emotional drivers: Fishery users had negative feelings regarding the establishment of new
protected areas and did not want to give up on their fishing spots. One commercial fisher
expressed his fear of a change of the status quo: “Here is our territory. […] For how long?
Will it be taken from us one day? Then you are not allowed to fish anymore” (F01). An
angling representative claimed the issue would not only personally affect commercial
fishers, but also guides, and noted, Accordingly, one resident angler claimed that, “they
cannot always exclude anglers with prohibitions […] because of whatever, some birds. We
have fished here for years, decades, and suddenly you are not allowed to enter anymore”
(A02).

Social identity: Conservation authorities argued from the perspective of their organizations
and less from their own personal perspective. For example, when asked about how pike
should be used and managed, one interviewee responded, “as little as possible, from the
perspective of a conservation area” (NPBR02). Another authority said that, “in our view, all
uses are to be treated equally” (NPBR03). The person also noted, “What we as an authority
view rather critically is an unmanaged recreational fishery” (NPBR03). However, there were
a few exceptions to the argumentation on the group level. When asked about their opinion
regarding catch-and-release practices, one conservation authority explained there was an
official position, but that their personal opinion differed from that. Conservation
organizations argued from the view of their organizational agenda but disclosed their
personal opinions more openly: “From my point of view, and this is my private, my personal
point of view, the fisheries sector certainly has a right to exist” (NSO01). Similarly, when
asked for their opinion on commercial fishing in the area, another respondent said, “There is
no official position. […] And I think, I as a person, would differentiate between the lagoons
and the outer coast” (NSO02). Tourist anglers, on the other hand, argued rather to the
individual level by giving their personal opinions. For instance, they said, “I find this the
most stupid alternative” (AT01), “I am in favor of a harvest slot” (AT03), or “I prefer being
on my own when angling” (AT04). Similarly, resident anglers said, “I find that […]
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questionable” (A01), “I do not have a problem with that” (A02), “I am not in favor of that”
(A03) or “I am an absolute loner” (A04). Angling representatives argued using official
positions: “We have viewed the tourist fishing ticket critically” (AV01). However, one
angling representative clearly distinguished between their official and private opinion,
saying “As a private person I honestly have to tell you, in my view this is bad” (AV02). In
the case of commercial fishers and guides, it was partly unclear who they included when
they said ‘we’, thus indicating an argumentation at the group level. For example, they stated,
“This is total nonsense. That is how we see it” (G06) or “yes, we have a problem with that”
(F10). However, members of both groups expressed their personal opinions. A guide said
about commercial fishers, “I do not want to be in contact with them” (G07). One commercial
fisher mentioned, “I do not think this is good” (F08). Another one said, “I honestly have to
say, let them catch their three pike” (F03).

Communication barriers: Interviewed stakeholders indicated insufficient structured
communication, lobbies and participatory processes as a contributor to management
conflicts. For instance, all guides mentioned that they had no lobby, while three commercial
fishers were dissatisfied with their lobby and had resigned: “They did not stand up for us.
So, I withdrew” (F03). Two others called themselves “lone warriors” (F07) with regard to
this issue. Additionally, one scientist and one conservation organization stated that scientists’
cooperation with commercial fishers had been insufficient, leading to a loss of trust. An
interviewee from fishery authorities claimed decisions were not well communicated and
stakeholders were not sufficiently engaged in the decision-making processes. One
respondent from a conservation organization explained that now, “sentiments among
commercial fishers are so bad that they refuse to participate at all. That is a fundamental
problem” (NSO01). Another communication barrier mentioned in 18 interviews was the
perceived complexity of regulations. Especially anglers and guides expressed difficulties to
know where fishing was allowed because of a lack of designation regarding protected areas.
One angler said an overview map of the entire fishing area would be needed. A conservation
authority mentioned that regulations were manifold and that it was difficult to know which
regulations applied where. One resident angler mentioned that, “everyone is annoyed, and
you have to study whole books or kilometers of instructions in order to know where to fish”
(A02). One angling representative expressed their frustration regarding this issue: “At some
point we will have so many laws and so many regulations and so much that no one knows
what is going on anymore. And no one can control this anymore” (AV02). The person added,
“People just randomly designate this as a protected area. Okay, but what do you want to
protect? What has been damaged? What happened? Protection is only needed when
something has happened. […] But nothing has happened. And that is why this is […]
arbitrary.” (AV02). The respondent proposed ideas for improvement: „First of all, we all
have to talk openly to each other. I mean everyone, also among the authorities. Federal,
regional and district authorities. They finally have to communicate: what are our plans, why
are we doing this? Unfortunately, in those meetings you always hear ‘we will just do it like
that. We have decided already.’ But the ‘why’ is missing“ (AV02).
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Lifestyle tolerance: This conflict driver was not found in the conflict between fishery users
and conservation interests.
Resource norms: Two angling representatives and one guide named ‘protection through use’
as a principle, while one representative explained that this principle stood for his personal
concept of a meaningful fishery. The respondent added, “just provide guidance on how to
behave. But do not prohibit everything. I think the path we are taking right now is the wrong
one” (AV02). On the contrary, one conservation authority supported the idea of leaving
nature untouched (see cultural drivers). Additionally, the groups expressed different norms
over the protection of cormorants and grey seals. In interviews with fishery users, cormorants
were described as “the black pest” (AT01), an “enormous black wall” (A02) or “monster
swarms” (A02) that were “out of control” (GH04). Two commercial fishers even perceived
cormorant colonies as the largest problem at the fishery. The interviewed fishery users
argued that cormorant colonies were too big, depleted the fish stocks and should be
regulated. On the other hand, one conservation authority perceived fishing activities as
interfering with the conservation aims of protected species. The person stated that cormorant
populations should not be decimated. Another respondent from a nature conservation
organization saw bycatch of cormorants as a problem and explained that birds got entangled
in gillnets. Norms around grey seals were mentioned less frequently: two commercial fishers
argued against seals as they destroyed and plundered their nets. One argued that due to grey
seals fishing at some locations was not worthwhile anymore. One commercial fisher claimed
they threatened his livelihood, while other commercial fishers as well as anglers did not see
grey seals as problematic. One resident angler said “I am so happy to have these little seals
back here because I find them adorable” (A03). Interviewees from conservation
organizations supported the protection of grey seals and addressed bycatch as a problem.

Resource specificity: One conservation authority explained that the existing commercial
fishers could “demonstrate in a plausible way that they are dependent on the core zones for
their catches” (NPBR02); special permits to fish in conservation areas were therefore only
given to them. The emotional drivers illustrated above imply that not only commercial
fishers, but also anglers had a strong desire to fish in contested areas that were either
converted into a protected area already or possibly designated in the future. See also Chapter
3.3 for conflicts between commercial fishers and anglers regarding protected areas and their
dependence on fishing space.

Coping behavior
In the conflict against conservation interests, interviewed fishery users stated they mainly
acted on an individual level. Two commercial fishers and one angling tourist said they used
substitution mechanisms such as fishing in different locations. One commercial fisher
explained he had tried to modify his gear to protect it from cormorants. Other users claimed
to have stayed inactive or complained about a lacking scope of action; one guide said he had
railed about a lack of management action on this topic. On a group level, the angling
associations as well as one guide mentioned they had engaged in lobby work. With regard
to the establishment of new protected areas, one angling representative stated, “we objected
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to them” (AV02). The interviewed conservation authorities and organizations mainly reacted
on a group level, i.e. on behalf of their institutions, and tried to enforce regulations. One
authority attempted to have personal conversations instead of fining fishery users. One
respondent from a conservation organization mentioned educational work as well as smallscale projects as a reaction to conflicts. The person explained that in one project, commercial
fishers and conservation accompanied each other at their work, aiming at a change of
perspectives and a reduction of communication barriers.

3.3

Commercial fishers versus angling groups

Conflict types
According to the share of codings (see
Figure 7), space was the number one
issue between the interviewed
commercial fishers and angling
groups (in the following also referred
to as anglers). For instance, one
commercial fisher talked about tourist
Other
anglers invading his fishing space:
“And they don’t even know where
they are. And then the first thing they
Space
do, is boating through the nets and
damaging the nets” (F06). In fact, six
Pike
out of nine commercial fishers
mentioned conflicts over space with
anglers, while 17 out of 19 anglers
mentioned the same conflict with
commercial fishers. The second most
Share of codings
dominant conflict according to the
share of codings was the one around
pike. However, interviewed anglers Figure 7: Conflict types found between commercial
fishers and angling groups according to share of
mentioned pike issues far more often codings.
than commercial fishers did. The
groups blamed each other for a perceived reduction of catches, as this statement by a
commercial fisher indicates: “When they don’t catch it, then it gets back at me. Then it’s my
fault again” (F01). Conflicts around other species or fish in general (‘Other’) were less
common.

Conflict drivers
Cultural drivers: Cultural drivers were not found in the conflict between commercial fishers
and angling groups.
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Institutional drivers: A problem mentioned by most interviewed groups was a lack of data
assessment on the pike stock and its influencing factors. Two guides wanted more data on
commercial fishing activities while another guide demanded catch statistics for guides and
anglers. Two scientists, a fisheries authority and a conservation organization even referred
to the data gap as the largest problem around pike. One angling representative expressed the
importance of assessing the pike stock to avoid speculations. Consequently, interviewed
fishery users had highly differing perceptions around the state of the stock in accordance
with their specificities. While the majority of anglers described the stock as endangered and
decreasing, only two commercial fishers perceived a downward trend. One commercial
fisher even described pike as “the least endangered species we have” (F03). One tourist
angler claimed pike “does not exist anymore” (AT03). Another issue mentioned between the
interviewed commercial fishers and anglers was related to protected areas in the Western
Pomerania Lagoon Area National Park and special permits for commercial fishers to fish in
the core zones. Seven anglers expressed feelings of relative deprivation regarding protected
areas: “It just should be an equal thing. What anglers are not allowed to do-. Or in these
areas, commercial fishers should not enter either” (G07). Another guide and a resident angler
demanded equal rights for all.
Emotional drivers: Three commercial fishers expressed their anger and negative feelings
because they felt directly affected by anglers fishing next to them or destroying nets. One
tourist angler mentioned that he “gets regularly annoyed by the fact that there are nets almost
everywhere” (AT01). One guide said he was furious because he felt commercial fishers had
been encircling him at his fishing spots. One wholesaler who also fished commercially stated
he felt personally restricted by the presence of anglers.
Social identity: See Chapter 3.2 for social identities expressed by commercial fishers and
angling groups.
Communication barriers: Both groups expressed rather low levels of personal contact with
each other. One guide stated that although he would like to discuss different management
options with commercial fishers, it was very difficult to reach them personally. One
commercial fisher and two guides said they talked to members of each other’s group.
Another guide said he wanted more transparency from commercial fishers regarding their
activities and catch rates. Two resident anglers said they wanted an exchange, but noted that
“there are not enough opportunities, I do not get to know commercial fishers” (A03). All
interviewed tourist anglers expressed they had no contact with commercial fishers at all.
However, one guide also expressed a lack of willingness to communicate with commercial
fishers, saying, “I do not want to be in any further contact with them” (G07).
Lifestyle tolerance: Interviews disclosed a low lifestyle tolerance between the groups.
Devaluation, discrimination and accusations were visible in the material. For example, both
groups used the interviews to purposefully accuse each other of selling fish on illegal
markets. Commercial fishers accused anglers of stealing and plundering their nets and
disrespecting official bag limits. Various anglers, on the other hand, accused fishers of
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illegally using trawl nets in the fishery or purposefully killing seals. Various comments were
made regarding the intelligence of the outgroup: in two interviews with anglers, commercial
fishers were described with a lack of intelligence. In addition, they were depicted as greedy
and overexploiting. One guide argued, “And that is the problem: they do not understand that
[…] they bite the hand that feeds them” (G07). On the other hand, commercial fishers
particularly depicted tourist anglers as “stupid” (F09) or “clueless” (F03). Several
commercial fishers rejected tourists using speedboats or yachts. One interviewee
complained, “They do not fish; they rush through the water […], catch nothing and then rush
back” (F03). The respondent mocked people wearing “white gloves behind the steering
wheel” (F03). A high-class lifestyle was also disapproved by another commercial fisher
saying, “And then they have a 200 HP engine. And they come here from Munich […]. With
their huge Porsche Cayenne” (F02).
Resource norms: Commercial fishers and anglers expressed conflicting norms regarding the
appropriate use of the fishery. All interviewed anglers and guides encouraged the practice of
catch-and-release to some extent. Six commercial fishers stated that catch-and-release was
not a reasonable practice. They justified this argument by stating that many fish did not
survive the practices or were seriously injured. Three commercial fishers expressed a
particular aversion against trophy fishing. One of them argued that anglers forgot fish were
a living being, and said, “what bothers me most is that it is just a trophy” (F01). When asked
what he considered a reasonable use, he added, “Food is reasonable” (F01).
On the other hand, anglers rejected many practices of commercial fishers. With regard to
fishing methods, two anglers and two guides rejected commercial fishing with longlines at
the fishery. One guide stated, “longline fishing with live bait is the most perverse fishing
method that is used without any reason. And they can legally do that with a special permit
for 25 euros” (G02). However, one angling representative said, “they are not allowed to use
live bait. And long line fishing, I do not see a problem with that” (AV01).
When asked if commercial fishing was a reasonable use of the area, one tourist angler
distinguished with regard to distribution and said, “It depends. I do not know what exactly
they use the fish for. I cannot imagine that the pike caught in nets are sold to a restaurant. I
do not know if they are sold to a fishmeal factory or whatever. So, I would find it very
reasonable to use it in restaurants to locally offer fresh fish, but what I find completely
inappropriate is when fish is sold to the fishmeal industry or to Poland, or whatever” (AT01).
Several anglers claimed that in the present form, commercial fishing was not sustainable at
the fishery. A guide stated, “they extract too much, in my opinion. Sustainability is not
given” (G08). Another angling tourist added that, “they deplete the stocks […]. At some
point, this insanity has to stop. I honestly have to say, I do not care. […] The job of
commercial fishers will have to disappear. At least then the stocks will recover” (A03).
With respect to the conflict around protected areas and the special permits commercial
fishers held, the interviewed groups named different norms regarding the correct use of the
fishery to justify their arguments. Conservation authorities and organizations justified the
unequal treatment with their norms. In the interviews, they described commercial fishing as
a tradition, as cultural heritage, or as small family businesses with a financial dependence.
Angling, on the contrary, was described as “just a hobby” (NSO02). One interviewee from
a conservation authority asked, “Is it unfair that they [commercial fishers] have a better
access to a resource than somebody who is just practicing a hobby? Well, my sense of justice
says no” (NPBR02). A similar picture was drawn by a fishery authority: “They do not make
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a living of it; consequently, they have to be treated differently from a commercial fisher, I
find that appropriate” (BH01). One guide acknowledged, “Of course, I see that they live at
the poverty line" (G07). However, the justifications were countered by the interviewed
anglers. One guide responded with regard to his own job, “The argument that they
[commercial fishers] do this for a living does not work anymore. Angling also occurs as a
full-time job” (G02). Instead, anglers mainly used economic arguments across many
interviews: three tourist anglers and five guides described angling as significantly more
profitable to the region than commercial fishing, many of them comparing the value creation
per fish. One guide estimated profits for pike: “It [commercial fishing] is ridiculous
compared to how much tourism generates. In the same period, angling tourism makes 20
million“ (G05).
With regard to desired management measures, one guide said, “I would be in favor of a
complete ban on commercial fishing in the entire water body” (G03). Another guide also
mentioned he would restrict commercial fishing more. A tourist angler said, “I think that,
drastically spoken, an extreme restriction of commercial fishing […] and support of angling
tourism would produce the greatest benefit for the entire region” (AT01).
Commercial fishers and anglers also had conflicting norms around how pike should be used
and managed. Six anglers said that large pike should stay in the stock. None of them argued
that large pike should be removed, but one angling representative said he did not condemn
a removal. Moreover, with an exception of two respondents, all anglers supported the
implementation of a harvest slot for pike. On the contrary, four commercial fishers argued
that large pike should be removed from the stock. One commercial fisher perceived that
large pike decimated the stock of recruits as well as other fish stocks; two respondents
justified their opinion with the perception that large pike damaged their nets. To illustrate
his higher workload due to this issue, one commercial fisher stated, “With this opinion, I
[…] stand alone against thousands of anglers. But […] they do not end up with a higher
workload because of pike. Pike do not eat away their office chair” (F08). In contrast to
anglers, commercial fishers did not settle on a single hypothesis regarding the effects of large
pike on reproduction of the stock.
Resource specificity: Interviewees expressed different levels of dependence on pike. The
interviewed anglers attached a particularly high importance to pike; they argued it
represented a popular angling target and a “driving force” (G02) for the region. The majority
of guides claimed that pike made up for over half of their profits, or called it their most
important target species. Two guides even mentioned that over 80 % of their profits were
dependent on pike. Anglers used superlatives such as “the most attractive” (AT02) species
or their “favorite fish” (A04) to describe their connection to pike. They related to it as a
fighter, as game fish, as an experience, as fun or exciting. Two angling tourists said they
valued its aggressive nature, and two of them valued the adrenaline rush when catching it.
A similar picture was drawn regarding large pike: eleven anglers argued it had a particularly
high importance for tourism; two tourist anglers claimed it was their main reason for visiting
the fishery. Commercial fishers, on the other hand, had a different relation to pike. Two
respondents associated it with a rather low price; four commercial fishers called it bycatch.
Its rather low relevance was also reflected in their profits: six respondents said pike
contributed to 10 % or less of their revenues. One of them explained that people preferred to
eat other species with less bones. However, some fishers expressed their personal preference
for pike: they argued that pike was a great, underrated or delicious fish. A rather ambivalent
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connection was also expressed regarding large pike: while they were described by
commercial fishers as fun to catch, they were also perceived as particularly difficult to sell.

Coping behavior
In the interviews, both commercial and recreational users said they primarily reacted to the
conflict on an individual level. Both groups stated that in conflicting situations, they called
the water police, contended or withdrew, i.e. spent less time on the water. In addition, both
groups said they used substitution mechanisms like choosing different locations. Individual
anglers explained they deferred to a different target species, while one commercial fisher
said he deferred to a less crowded time of the day. However, some reactions on the group
level were also visible, as this statement from a guide shows: “We have obviously been on
the warpath. […] Commercial fishers have been bullied by our guests, partly. Obviously,
discord was caused. And this led to reactions. We certainly tried to build up political pressure
within the district. […] And it has also led to some people destroying nets and so on. A
guerilla war has developed, because reaction leads to counter reaction“ (G02).

3.4

Intra-anglers conflict

Conflict types
Several conflict types
were found between
anglers (see Figure 8).
Enforcement
conflicts
between
tourist anglers and
angling organizations
were
included
because one of the
angling organizations
had its own voluntary
fisheries control staff
jointly coordinated
with the fishery
Figure 8: Conflict parties (green) and the respective conflict issues in
management. In this
which they were found to be involved (red).
special case, the
angling organization was thus seen as part of the management. However, angling
organizations could also act as fishery users, i.e. they could be engaged in internal allocation
conflict. Conflicts between the interviewed anglers were rather diffuse with regard to the
conflict types. However, two statements could be made: first of all, conflicts between all
interviewed angling groups involved pike issues. In fact, pike was the number one conflict
issue between the interviewed anglers according to the number of codings: pike conflicts
were mentioned 12 times, compared to space conflicts (8), issues around other species or
fish in general (9), and enforcement conflicts involving angling organizations (2). Second,
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every interviewed actor group was found to be involved in conflict with tourist anglers (see
Figure 8). In fact, more than half of the mentioned intra-angler conflicts involved tourist
anglers (17 out of 31).

Conflict drivers
Cultural drivers: Cultural drivers were not found in the conflict between anglers.
Institutional drivers: Interviews suggested that a controversy around the tourist fishing ticket
was prevalent between the interviewed anglers. Criticism regarding the regulation was
primarily raised by resident anglers, guides and angling representatives. Two resident
anglers argued that it led to a lack of expertise. Feelings of relative deprivation were also
visible: two resident anglers pointed out that it was unfair to those who had taken an
examination to get the regular license. One guide even referred to the ticket as “the biggest
problem” (G01) at the fishery. However, two guides said the ticket was only problematic for
tourists angling without a guide; one guide therefore suggested that guided tourists should
be exempt from the payment. One angling representative called it “terrorist ticket” (AV02)
instead of tourist fishing ticket, and made clear that, “I actually disapprove of that” (AV02).
Two tourist anglers, in accordance with one tourism association, said they viewed it
positively. Main arguments mentioned in favor of the tourist fishing ticket were its
profitability as well as its perceived benefit for families and non-anglers. Yet, one
interviewee from a tourism association acknowledged, “We should […] not neglect the
criticism, but see if we can […] educate people or improve it, if necessary […]” (TV02).

Emotional drivers: One resident angler explained how tourism growth had affected him, and
complained about tourist anglers occupying ‘his’ fishing spots. The respondent explained,
“Here you have always had high catches. And then you get to that spot and see, there is
someone exactly at that spot” (A01). One guide said he had a difficult time with other anglers
following him to his angling spots, and explained this contributed to his extremely high
mental burden.

Social identity: See Chapter 3.2 for social identities expressed by anglers.

Communication barriers: One guide mentioned communication barriers with other guides,
saying, “Unfortunately, the reality is that many [guides] do not work with each other, but
against each other. […] Really sitting together at one table, that is difficult. Sadly. I would
wish for it” (G07). Another guide also mentioned a competitive relation and little personal
contact between guides. One resident angler stated to not know any guides. One tourist
angler mentioned having a positive relationship with resident anglers.

Lifestyle tolerance: Interviewed angling groups that were resident at the fishery expressed a
low lifestyle tolerance towards tourist anglers. Tourists were depicted as “clueless” (A01)
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and violating the rules of the fishery. One guide assumed that “the people with the tourist
fishing ticket, they slaughter anything with a pulse” (G01). One resident angler said that
“people from the Eastern bloc” (A03) violated the rules, and expressed that he feared
“physical harm” (A03) when informing the police about violations.
Several anglers also depicted other anglers negatively without mentioning their origin.
Various interviewees said there were anglers who took every fish they could get, put it in
their car trunk and/or filled up their freezer with it. They were depicted, among others, as
“so-called killers” (AT04) or “blue-bag-anglers” (G01), as they were accused of hiding
excessive catches in blue garbage bags. One guide claimed this type of anglers illegally sold
their catches afterwards, and said, “big, blue garbage bags, a hired boat and camouflage
clothing: those are the cooking pot anglers” (G06). The respondent explained: […] the
cooking pot anglers, how we always call them, those who like to slaughter everything they
get” (G06).
Resource norms: All interviewed anglers stated that they supported catch-and-release
practices to some extent, while eleven respondents claimed they had a self-imposed harvest
slot for pike. One guide said he approved of trophy fishing when the caught fish was released
as quick as possible. One resident angler said catch-and-release was only appropriate if the
caught fish was not a target species, but that it should not be practiced on a large scale like
guides did. Eight respondents claimed that they did not support the practices explained in
the previous paragraph (lifestyle tolerance) including the harvest of large amounts of fish. In
this regard, one guide explained he did not support “deep-freeze-tourism” (G02), i.e. the
practice of filling up freezers with large amounts of harvested fish. One angling tourist
mentioned trolling was not an appropriate method. One guide mentioned that resident
anglers tended to harvest more fish, however this observation did not reflect the resource
norms mentioned by resident anglers.

Resource specificity: As explained in Chapter 3.3, all interviewed angling groups were found
to have a high specificity for pike, and large pike were expressed to be of particular
importance to all angling groups. Additionally, with the exception of one guide and one
resident angler, all angling groups said they perceived the pike stock as decreasing or
endangered.

Coping behavior
Interviewed anglers mentioned that they partly used substitution mechanisms like deferring
to a different location. Others said they did not react at all or shouted, “you idiot” (A01) at
the conflicting party. However, some constructive behavior was found in interviews with
guides: they said that as a reaction to conflicts with tourist anglers, they tried to educate
tourists and explained the rules of the fishery. One guide explained his educational work,
“You have to talk to the people every day. It is a lot of work to convince them. […] I tell
them: please release the fish, it is too big. […] Always, every day. Always the same
sentences” (G03).
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4

Discussion

4.1

General observations

The present study explored coastal fisheries conflict using qualitative stakeholder interviews
at a fishery in the brackish lagoons around Rügen. The study analyzed which parties were in
conflict and applied a conflict typology by Charles (1992) to analyze what typology of
conflict exists. The three most prominent conflicts were analyzed regarding underlying
causes of conflict and coping behavior with the help of a conflict framework by (Arlinghaus
2005).
Conflict at the fishery was prevalent throughout many stakeholder groups. The most
prominent conflict parties included fishery users versus conservation interests, commercial
fishers versus angling groups, and conflicts between anglers. Conflict types were confirmed
to be dominated by management conflicts around regulations as well as internal allocation
conflicts around space and fish species. I found many underlying causes of conflict in all
three cases. Institutional drivers, emotional drivers, communication barriers and resource
norms were detected as common factors that contributed to all three of the most prominent
conflicts. Additionally, I found that resource specificities and a low lifestyle tolerance were
instrumental in explaining conflicts among fishery users, while cultural drivers were more
important in the conflict with conservation interests. With regard to coping behaviors,
commercial fishers and anglers reacted predominantly on an individual level, while
conservation interests operated more on a group level. Substitution mechanisms were
applied as conflict behavior by fishery users in all three conflicts, while destructive conflict
behavior could only be found in the conflict between commercial and recreational fishers.
The analysis revealed three key features that pervaded all conflicts. First, all three conflicts
comprised issues of distributive justice. Second, insufficient structured communication and
a lack of social spaces to make collective agreements were prevalent. And third, different
interpretations of appropriate interaction with fishery resources was fundamental in
explaining conflicts. I argue that these common explanations are key drivers of conflict at
the fishery; in order to avoid a further entrenchment, these key drivers should be considered
when developing management mechanisms.
As concerns over fisheries conflict are growing (Spijkers et al. 2018), fisheries management
has the task of understanding and addressing conflict. Accordingly, my study provides
insights on how to systematically analyze coastal fisheries conflicts with the aim of
understanding their complex dynamics and ultimately managing them. By breaking down
conflicts into their heterogenous parts, my study has further clarified the large value of the
presented concepts to this end. Specifically, the conflict typology by Charles (1992) has
proven useful in simplifying the detected conflict issues in a lucid way. All detected conflicts
could be categorized within the typology, which demonstrates its exhaustiveness and
applicability to the study. The conflict framework modified from (Arlinghaus 2005) has
proven useful in finding numerous determinants that explained conflict causes and behaviors
between interviewed stakeholders.
Additionally, the conflict framework was originally developed solely for recreational
fishers; therefore, a few modifications were made to fit the scope of the study and particularly
to explore conflicts involving commercial fishers. These modifications have proven suitable
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to explore the presented stakeholder conflicts. Hence, my study has further expanded the
applicability of the conflict framework by (Arlinghaus 2005). The conflict framework’s
distinction between the group perspective and the individual perspective was valuable in
providing an understanding of how individuals are influenced by social identities as well as
cultural values and institutions. However, the individual and group level were partly difficult
to differentiate. This shows that while the nature of the framework is to simplify the
complexity of conflicts, in reality there is no clear line between the two dimensions.

4.2

Conflict types

4.2.1 Fishery users versus conservation interests
Conservation conflicts were most dominant in the material with regard to the share of
codings. The high relevance of these conflicts at the study site is not surprising, as fisheryconservation conflicts are widespread (Hilborn 2007). Conflict issues mainly involved
protected areas, cormorant protection and, to a lesser extent, seal protection. Conflicts
regarding cormorant protection are consistent with other research from Europe (Marzano et
al. 2013; Delmastro et al. 2015) and the Baltic Sea (Hansson et al. 2018) suggesting that
growing cormorant populations and their impact on fish stocks are a matter of great debate.
Conflicts around the return of grey seal populations to the fishery were of minor importance
in the material, but were prevalent in previous research in the Baltic Sea (Westerberg et al.
2006; Varjopuro 2011). This may root in the fact that impacts of seal populations on fish
stocks highly vary within the Baltic Sea (Hansson et al. 2018). A key conflict issue was the
establishment of protected areas and a perceived non-compliance of users with these.
Conflicts around protected areas have also been found in other fisheries studies (McNeill et
al. 2019; Hilborn 2007), e.g. in a North Sea fishery (Toonen and Mol 2013).
A key institutional driver found in the interviews was the establishment of protected areas
and particularly the long-term objective of one conservation authority to establish more than
50 % no-take-zones within their jurisdictional area. Local conservation objectives are
consistent with aims of the European Habitats Directive and the European Birds Directive
(Ring et al. 2006). Research suggests that national and wide-ranging conservation policies
can cause conflict locally when they do not fit local community institutions (Redpath et al.
2013). Additionally, non-fishery-related conservation regulations can foster conflict when
fishery users are not considered in their agenda but impacted by it (Cowx et al. 2010; Justus
et al. 2009; Arlinghaus 2007b). The results thus agree with research indicating that the mere
regulatory competence of overarching, non-fishery related conservation regulations over the
study area can lead to conflict.
The study revealed that fishery users had a strong opposition towards regulations such as the
establishment of no-take-zones. This opposition was explained by their emotional
attachments to the contested sites which indicated a high dependence on these sites. Fishery
users felt like their longstanding fishing territory was suddenly being taken away from them.
Being excluded from those areas affected users’ ability to carry out their desired activity,
which can be perceived as a goal interference and result in dissatisfaction (Jacob and
Schreyer 1980). The results also agree with Salz and Loomis (2005) who observed that high
resource dependencies weaken anglers’ support for protected areas. Other research agrees
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that the more people rely on a scarce fishing resource, the more they tend to fight for it
(Harrison and Loring 2014). Particularly commercial fishers expressed fears of completely
losing access to fishing spots; this is in line with research suggesting that when users depend
on fishing for their livelihood, the perceptions of losing access may fuel existential fears
(Harrison and Loring 2014; Ratner et al. 2013). These fears may be justified, as a loss of
access rights through protected areas may disrupt livelihood strategies for fishers (Mascia
and Claus 2009) and commercial landings at the fishery have already decreased since the
1990s (Thiel et al. 2005).
Moreover, particularly anglers frequently expressed perceptions of commercial fishers being
preferentially treated by conservation regulations. The exclusive issuance of special permits
to commercial fishers to fish in core zones was repeatedly named by anglers as unfair;
moreover, authorities openly admitted that preferential treatment was intentional. Research
suggests that when regulations are perceived to restrict one group more than another, the
deprived group may feel dissatisfied and unfairly treated, which can exacerbate conflict
(Bartos and Wehr 2002; Loomis and Ditton 1993). For instance, Harrison and Loring (2020)
found that feelings of unfair regulations in favor of one group led to escalation of conflict in
a Welsh fishery. Redpath et al. (2013) argue that these perceptions are a common feature of
conflict that can create barriers to their effective management. Research thus agrees with the
results, indicating the perceived distributive injustice of laws as a key institutional driver.
Interestingly, conservation authorities particularly mentioned non-compliance of anglers in
the detected enforcement conflicts. There is evidence that users tend to break the rules when
regulatory measures are perceived as unfair (Jagers et al. 2012); this driver may thus have
exacerbated enforcement conflicts. Additionally, the result shows how the conservation
conflict was, in reality, intertwined with the conflict between anglers and commercial fishers,
as conservation authorities were perceived to take sides. This observation agrees with
Charles (1992), who argues that disagreements over restrictive regulations are often rooted
in competition and fishers’ concerns over allocation with other users.
Stakeholders mentioned a lack of authority staff for law enforcement as an institutional
driver. Moreover, many stakeholders indicated that others did not comply with the
regulations. Conflicts resulting from an insufficient enforcement of regulations have also
been described in other fisheries as well (Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014; Salayo et al. 2006).
Dietz et al. (2003) argue that effective governance requires that sufficient resources are made
available for enforcement and monitoring mechanisms, which is apparently not given at the
fishery. They particularly argue that regulations on protected areas are less effective when
authorities lack the resources to enforce them (Dietz et al. 2003); this agrees with
observations at the fishery that navigation bans in protected areas were frequently violated.
Enforcement conflicts may thus have been directly impacted by the lack of control resources.
In addition to the aforementioned causes, communication barriers were found to be a key
driver in this conflict. Stakeholders indicated insufficient participation in decision-making
processes and a lack of lobbies to communicate with authorities. They criticized that
decisions were not well communicated, particularly regarding their objectives and reasons.
Stakeholders mentioned that this resulted in a loss of trust and, for commercial fishers, in a
reluctance to participate at all. This agrees with Redpath et al. (2013), who argue that distrust
is one of the main barriers to collaboration. Additionally, the findings agree with (Arlinghaus
2005) who argues that a lack of structured communication often reinforces distrust and
feelings of being excluded from decision-making. Other research has also found that a lack
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of participation can lead to distrust and aggravate conflict (Young et al. 2016). Consequently,
a lack of engagement may result in a downward spiral of distrust and reluctance to
collaborate. The failure to include stakeholders into decision-making is not specific to the
fishery, but has been historically prevalent in fisheries on a global level (Pita et al. 2010). It
can result in high rates of non-compliance (Burns and Stöhr 2011; Hollup 2000) and
ultimately undermine effective management of common resources (Dietz et al. 2003). It may
therefore be crucial for management to address the lack of participatory decision-making
processes.
Another frequently mentioned communication barrier was the complexity of regulations.
Stakeholders explained that they had difficulties to collate the large amounts documents and
maps to understand where they were allowed to fish. This indicates that in addition to the
aforementioned lack of bottom-up participation, top-down communication processes were
also insufficient. Gaps in knowledge transfer were found to be a typical communication
barrier in fisheries (Harrison and Loring 2020; Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014), which
particularly encourages enforcement conflicts in the context of protected areas (Salayo et al.
2006). The findings also agree with Dietz et al. (2003) suggesting that information should
be understandable and that clearly defined boundaries of resources and user groups are
needed in order to avoid a ‘tragedy of the commons’.
Another conflict cause was detected in the opposing resource norms and cultural drivers
mentioned by fishery users and conservation. Fishery users expressed their lack of
understanding why they should lose access to fishing areas for the protection of cormorants;
they demonized cormorants as ‘the black pest’ and the largest problem at the fishery, and
argued for their decimation. Conservation authorities, however, expressed the opinion that
cormorants should not be decimated and that fishing represented a disturbance to bird
protection. Their norms and values also differed on a more profound level: while an angling
representative supported ‘protection through use’ as a core concept, one conservation
authority strongly argued for ‘leaving nature to its own’ or ‘leaving nature untouched’. The
results particularly agree with observations by Justus et al. (2009) that conservationists often
believe in the intrinsic value of nature that should be conserved for its own sake, while
fishery users often view fish as resources that have instrumental values and benefits for
humans (Arlinghaus 2007b; Carpenter and Folke 2006). My results also agree with research
indicating that these fundamentally different values - specifically on why and how fisheries
should be conserved - contributes to conflict (Cowx et al. 2010; Manfredo et al. 2017).
Additionally, the aforementioned communication barriers indicated a reluctance of
commercial fishers to participate at all. In this regard, research has found that groups with
fundamentally different values might not be willing to engage with each other (Redpath et
al. 2013). This indicates how value differences may relate to communication barriers; the
unwillingness of commercial fishers to engage with actors from conservation might thus
have been aggravated by the detected differences in values and norms.
Coping behaviors included attempts to engage in lobby work, substitution mechanisms and,
partly, personal conversations aiming at a reduction of communication barriers. Substitution
mechanisms are a common conflict behavior, as fishery users might simply choose a
different location with similar benefits (Shelby and Vaske 1991). However, the
aforementioned high emotional attachments and resource specificities indicate that
substitution options were limited for fishery users, which agrees with constraints mentioned
by Shelby and Vaske (1991). Surprisingly, no destructive behavior could be found in this
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conflict although it was the most prominent conflict according to the share of codings.
Spijkers et al. (2018) argue that conflict behavior is an indicator for the severity of conflicts;
the absence of drastic behaviors may thus be an indicator that the conflict between fishery
users and conservation has not yet become highly entrenched.
In summary, various of the detected conflict drivers were confirmed as important by the
existing literature. Institutional drivers included the mere regulatory competence of
conservation authorities over fishery users, insufficient enforcement and perceived
distributive injustice. Communication barriers included a lack of clearly defined boundaries
and clearly communicated regulations as well as a lack of participatory decision-making
processes. Additionally, conflicting values and norms were determined as key conflict
drivers that may have reinforced communication barriers.

4.2.2 Commercial fishers versus angling groups
Conflicts between commercial fishers and anglers were very pronounced in the material,
which agrees with other studies around the globe (Kearney 2001; Silvestri et al. 2016;
Boucquey 2017; Llompart et al. 2017; Kadagi et al. 2020; Harrison and Loring 2014). Thus,
these conflicts were not specific to the fishery but represent a common phenomenon.
Conflicts reflected allocation issues around fishing space and species. Research suggests that
such allocation conflicts have been known for long and can be seen as typical (cf. e.g.Hardin
1968; Charles 1992; Bower et al. 2014; Silvestri et al. 2016; Llompart et al. 2017).
Institutional drivers mentioned by stakeholders comprised a lack of data availability on the
pike stock and its influencing factors. Thus, stakeholders had highly differing perceptions in
this regard; in contrast to commercial fishers, most anglers perceived the stock as endangered
and decreasing. This agrees with research from the study area which indicates that
particularly recreational catch numbers have not been collected in catch statistics (Thiel et
al. 2005). Dietz et al. (2003) argue that effective governance highly depends on the provision
of information about stocks and their influencing factors; otherwise, resource depletion and
conflict are more likely to occur. For instance, data deficiencies led to misperceptions and
elicited controversies on the status of fish stocks in the North Sea, which contributed to
conflict between stakeholders (Verweij et al. 2010). Particularly in recreational fisheries,
data deficiencies have been named as an issue in Germany (Arlinghaus and Mehner 2003)
and on a global level (Bower et al. 2020). The provision of relevant data is thus a key issue
that should be considered by management bodies at the studied fishery and elsewhere.
Special permits for commercial fishers entering protected areas led to feelings of relative
deprivation. As elaborated before, this not only contributed to conflicts with conservation
but was also mentioned as an institutional driver in conflicts between commercial fishers
and anglers, which again agrees with existing research (Bartos and Wehr 2002; Loomis and
Ditton 1993; Harrison and Loring 2020; Redpath et al. 2013). Thus, the perceived
distributive justice of laws can be seen as an overarching issue and may therefore require
particular attention.
Commercial fishers and anglers frequently expressed emotional drivers in this conflict. They
particularly mentioned gear interferences and complained about the other group getting in
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their way during their activity. This agrees with the fact that space was the number one
conflict issue mentioned between the groups and indicates that users highly overlapped in
space. Harrison and Loring (2014) argue that conflict sensitivity increases when people
highly rely on a resource; thus, the emotional drivers indicate users’ high resource specificity
for fishing grounds. As access is a precondition for capture, territory is an important factor
where potential gear interferences can occur; moreover, fish often concentrate in favorable
locations, which then become even more contested (Bavinck 2005). It is known that fishing
conditions at the study area are highly unique (Hahlbeck and Müller 2003; Thiel et al. 2005;
Thiel 2003) and some species were targeted by both groups (Skov and Nilsson 2018). Thus,
both groups probably concentrated in similar locations and substitution options were limited.
This shows how conflicts over space and species are actually connected. Scarcity and high
resource specificities typically lead to goal interference and conflict in open access situations
(Jacob and Schreyer 1980; Hardin 1968). As clear boundaries over space were insufficient
at the fishery (see Chapter 4.2), conflict and resource depletion becomes more likely (Dietz
et al. 2003). Thus, the detected emotional drivers indicate that a key issue may be resolving
space conflicts, e.g. by defining clear boundaries between user groups, in order to impede a
‘tragedy of the commons’.
Commercial fishers and anglers frequently expressed communication barriers including low
levels of personal contact. A reluctance to communicate with the other group was expressed
by one respondent. Harrison and Loring (2014) also found that the unwillingness to engage
with the other party contributed to the entrenchment of fisheries conflict. In this regard,
research suggests that an unwillingness to engage in contact with the other group may result
from an increased polarization of the conflict (Redpath et al. 2013; Arlinghaus 2005), from
distrust against each other or from fundamentally different values (Redpath et al. 2013).
Consequently, the unwillingness to negotiate may have been connected to apparent value
conflicts between the two groups (see below) and the rejection of the other group’s lifestyle
(see below). However, some respondents expressed a willingness to engage but a lack of
opportunities to do so. Thus, although there was partly a will to communicate, a lack of
practical realization was apparent. Research agrees that a lack of structured communication
between stakeholder groups, e.g. social spaces to make collective agreements, can hinder
conflict resolution (Lubell et al. 2020; Arlinghaus 2005; Redpath et al. 2013). Dietz et al.
(2003) also suggest that frequent face-to-face communication between users is needed in
order to avoid a further entrenchment of conflict and distrust.
A low lifestyle tolerance between both groups was found in the interviews: for example,
both groups frequently accused each other of illegal actions. Other studies have also found
that such accusations are common between fishery users (e.g. Kearney 2002) and contribute
to hostility that can further aggravate conflict (Boucquey 2017). Moreover, accusations can
be used in the political process to defend the own position and demonize the other group
(Boucquey 2017). This might explain why many users mentioned illegal actions of the other
group without being specifically asked for it. Respondents also discriminated against the
other group by describing each other with a lack of intelligence. Interestingly, commercial
fishers particularly depicted tourist anglers as clueless; similarly, various commercial fishers
disapproved of a high-class lifestyle they associated with tourist anglers. Thus, commercial
fishers’ discrimination against anglers was particularly aimed at tourists. This is consistent
with other research suggesting that an influx of ‘newcomers’ may be perceived as a threat
invading a fishery (Worchel 2005; Boucquey 2017), particularly through the introduction of
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a foreign culture and way of life (Bower et al. 2020). In sum, the results suggest that both
groups strongly rejected members of the outgroup and their lifestyle. Humans typically
create in- and outgroups and devaluate the outgroup to maintain a positive social identity
(Tajfel 1974); this devaluation further increases with intergroup conflict (Byrne and Senehi
2009). Research suggests that an ‘us versus them’ mentality can result in a downward spiral
of animosity and prejudice (Bartos and Wehr 2002; Cook-Huffman 2009). Literature thus
agrees that a low lifestyle tolerance is an important conflict driver that has the potential to
aggravate conflict.
Users were asked for their resource specificities, particularly regarding pike. In this regard,
anglers revealed a high dependence on pike and especially large pike. They described it as
their favorite fish, an exciting experience or their main reason for a trip to the fishery. In
contrast, interviewed commercial fishers associated pike with a rather low price, a low
contribution to their profits or bycatch, although some perceived pike as fun or underrated.
This agrees with the fact that conflicts around this species were primarily mentioned by
anglers. Other research agrees that at the study area, resource specificity regarding pike is
high for anglers (Thiel et al. 2005) and moderate for commercial fishers (Thiel et al. 2005;
Hahlbeck and Müller 2003). The results are also consistent with research suggesting that
pike is a key angling target in entire Germany and Europe (Arlinghaus 2008; Ensinger 2015).
Moreover, anglers with a high specificity for large individuals of one species typically have
only few substitution opportunities that generate the same benefit (Arlinghaus and Mehner
2003). At the same time, large individuals are typically the exception (Arlinghaus and Cooke
2009) and can thus be seen as a scarce good, which further motivates conflict sensitivity
among anglers regarding large pike. Similar to the detected conflicts over space, anglers may
thus find themselves in a situation of high resource specificities and resource scarcity
coupled with competition against commercial fishers. It is known that the combination of
these factors can provoke allocation conflict (Charles 1992; Jacob and Schreyer 1980) and
resource depletion (Hardin 1968). However, resource specificities of anglers and
commercial fishers are not representative and may deviate in a larger sample.
Commercial fishers and anglers deployed strongly differing norms regarding the appropriate
resource at the fishery. Anglers emphasized the economic contribution of their activity to a
wide range of businesses in the area, and particularly stressed the value creation per fish. On
the other hand, commercial fishing was justified with a high financial dependence and the
difficult financial circumstances of some commercial fishers. Economic and financial
arguments were thus employed for different purposes by different interview groups.
Anglers’ narratives emphasizing their superior economic contributions are consistent with
research suggesting that this is a typical argument consistent with rationalist views (Kearney
2001; Kadagi et al.; Charles 1992; Boucquey 2017). Commercial fishers, on the other hand,
were defended with arguments of tradition and cultural heritage, which represents typical
social values; Charles (1992) argues that the tensions between these two views naturally lead
to fisheries conflict. For example, almost identical arguments were used by commercial and
recreational fishers in a North Carolina fishery, where both groups appealed to the economic
value of fishing at different scales to justify their existence at the fishery (Boucquey 2017).
Anglers condemned certain practices they associated with commercial fishers, such as
longline fishing, exporting fish to other countries and the production of fishmeal.
Commercial fishing practices were depicted by several anglers as unsustainable or depleting
the fish stocks; anglers thereby justified their views that commercial fishing activities should
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be restricted or banned from the fishery. This may be connected to the rather experiencebased connection respondents had to fish, the high value they attributed to every individual,
and the perceived scarcity of target fish like pike. Similar patterns were also found in North
Carolina, where anglers believed that commercial fishers’ practices threatened the fish
stocks and that ‘scarce resources were being wasted as bycatch’ (Boucquey 2017). Seeing
commercial fishers catch certain amounts of ‘precious’ fish as bycatch and sell it for a rather
low price may thus have led anglers to feelings of a waste of resources, thus causing them
to advocate for a ban of commercial fishing.
While catch-and-release practices were largely supported by anglers, such practices were
rejected by various commercial fishers. This also applied to norms around pike: while
anglers mainly argued that large pike should stay in the stock, i.e. they should be released,
some commercial fishers argued for their removal. Particularly trophy fishing was
condemned by commercial respondents, while food was seen as a reasonable resource use.
This is again consistent with Boucquey (2017) who found that commercial fishers saw fish
valuable as food, while anglers argued fish should be released because of their high
individual and economic value, resulting in fundamental disagreements. Commercial fishers
justified their aversion with a perceived cruelty to animals and high mortality rates; this is
consistent with Arlinghaus (2007a) arguing that opponents of catch-and-release often see the
practice as unethical and wasting food (Arlinghaus 2007a). In fact, debates on catch-andrelease are prevalent in Germany (Arlinghaus 2007a) and are known to potentially cause
conflict or animosity (Arlinghaus 2005; Bower et al. 2020). Results indicated that most
anglers engaged in catch-and-release; however, most anglers in Germany are harvestoriented (Arlinghaus 2007a) and only approximately 25 % of angler catch is assumed to be
released (Arlinghaus 2008). This deviation may be explained by sampling biases due to the
small number of interviews; thus, harvest-oriented anglers may be more common at the
fishery and catch-and-release disputes may not be as pronounced as indicated by the results.
Nevertheless, overall results on resource norms agree with the presented literature, indicating
that fundamentally different interpretations of appropriate resource use are highly relevant
in explaining conflict between anglers and commercial fishers (Harrison and Loring 2020;
Loring and Hinzman 2018).
Interestingly, destructive conflict behavior was found in the dispute between commercial
fishers and anglers. Assuming that conflict behavior can be seen as one indicator for the
severity of conflicts (Spijkers et al. 2018), the result suggests that the conflict between
commercial fishers and anglers may be particularly prone to escalation (Byrne and Senehi
2009) and may require intervention (Cook-Huffman 2009).
In summary, many identified conflict causes were confirmed by the existing literature as key
drivers contributing to conflict between anglers and commercial fishers. Institutional drivers
included a lack of data availability and issues of distributive justice. Existing communication
barriers may have been reinforced by a high competition for pike and space and
fundamentally different interpretations of appropriate resource use. Strong discriminations
against the outgroup and destructive conflict behavior indicate that the ‘us versus them’
mentality may have been particularly pronounced in this conflict.
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4.2.3 Intra-anglers conflict
Results constituted that conflicts between anglers were prevalent particularly between
residents and tourists. This agrees with other research that has found conflicts between
resident and tourist anglers (Aas and Skurdal 1996; Ditton et al. 2002).
The conflict showed itself in a controversy over the tourist fishing ticket, which was detected
as an institutional driver between residents and tourists. The ‘terrorist ticket’ – as it was
called by residents – led to feelings of unfair treatment among those with a regular angling
license. Again, this agrees with research stating that perceived relative deprivation through
regulations may exacerbate conflict (Loomis and Ditton 1993; Harrison and Loring 2020;
Bartos and Wehr 2002). Similar to the conflict between commercial fishers and anglers,
research suggests that an influx of ‘newcomers’, i.e. tourists, can perceived as a foreign way
of life threatening and invading the fishery (Boucquey 2017). Additionally, conflict may
arise when residents perceive losing allocations to non-residents as unfair (Bower et al.
2014); thus, the mere notion of having to share ‘their’ fishing grounds with others may have
led to the detected feelings of injustice among residents.
This dynamic was also reflected in the detected emotional drivers: these indicated that
resident and tourist anglers overlapped in space and residents were particularly disturbed by
others occupying ‘their’ fishing spots. Similar to the conflict with commercial fishers, the
emotional drivers may indicate that anglers attached a high resource specificity to the scarce
fishing grounds, which typically increases conflict sensitivity (Harrison and Loring 2014;
Bavinck 2005; Jacob and Schreyer 1980). The results also agree with Arlinghaus (2005) who
links conflict to possessive attitudes of anglers at ‘their’ waters. Additionally, the statement
divides anglers into in- and outgroups, which typically exacerbates conflict and the ‘us
versus them’ mentality (Deutsch 1994; Stoll-Kleemann 2001; Tajfel 1974).
Interestingly, one guide expressed a desire to meet at the same table, despite a lack of
opportunities to do so and despite communication barriers indicating a rather competitive
sentiment among guides. Research agrees that a lack of communication and social spaces
can contribute to conflict entrenchment between stakeholders (Arlinghaus 2005; Lubell et
al. 2020; Redpath et al. 2013). Similar to the conflict between anglers and commercial
fishers, the result shows how social spaces for negotiation may have contributed to conflict.
In accordance with the detected institutional and emotional drivers, the formation of
outgroups was highly visible in the low levels of lifestyle tolerance respondents had towards
other anglers. Other anglers and particularly tourists were depicted as clueless lawbreakers
or ‘blue-bag-anglers’ who slaughtered fish. Literature agrees that discriminatory statements
and stereotyping typically increase communication barriers (Arlinghaus 2005), reinforce the
antipathy between the groups and ultimately contribute to conflict (Jacob and Schreyer 1980;
Arlinghaus 2005). Thus, the demonizing statements confirm how institutional and emotional
drivers may have led to social discrimination against outgroups, ultimately aggravating the
conflict situation (Arlinghaus 2005).
The rejection of other anglers was largely justified with differing norms of appropriate
resource use. Interviewed anglers largely supported catch-and-release practices, the
implementation of harvest slots for pike, and partly trophy fishing, while they particularly
rejected anglers harvesting large amounts of fish. This agrees with research arguing that in
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Germany, anglers are highly heterogenous (Arlinghaus and Mehner 2003) and that norms
on catch-and-release as opposed to catch-and-kill practices have led to conflict within the
angling sector in Germany (Arlinghaus 2007a) and Europe (Bower et al. 2020). Especially
anglers who are dependent on trophy fish are likely to conflict with more harvest-oriented
anglers because of their differing resource norms (Arlinghaus 2007a). One guide mentioned
that resident anglers tended to harvest more fish, however this observation did not reflect the
resource norms mentioned by resident anglers; only one resident angler said he did not
support catch-and-release practices on a larger scale. Here, sampling biases may have
distorted the results; resource norms of residents and tourists should therefore be reviewed
with the help of representative samples.
As elaborated in the conflict with commercial fishers, anglers revealed a high dependence
on pike and particularly large pike. This agrees with the fact that pike was the number one
conflict issue mentioned by anglers. This again agrees with research suggesting that pike is
an important angling species in the study area (Thiel et al. 2005) and Germany (Arlinghaus
2008; Ensinger 2015). Additionally, high specificities for large individuals typically limit
substitution opportunities that generate a comparable benefit (Arlinghaus and Mehner 2003).
As large individuals generally represent a scarce good (Arlinghaus and Cooke 2009) and
anglers perceived the pike stock as endangered, competition between anglers may have been
particularly high. High resource specificities may thus be critical in explaining conflict
between anglers.
To conclude, various key drivers of angler conflict have been confirmed by the literature.
Conflicts were particularly driven by issues of distributive justice, competition over space
and pike, and the formation and discrimination of outgroups based on their origin and harvest
orientation, which may have reinforced the existing communication barriers. The conflict
shows similar patterns to the one between commercial fishers and anglers: commonalities
particularly include high resource specificities for pike and space as well as the notion of
tourists as an outgroup.

4.3

Methods and limitations

The present study sheds light on the complexity of conflicts at a coastal fishery, but
comprises several limitations. First of all, limitations of the interview guideline were visible.
Contrary to the prior assumption, pike was only the second most dominant conflict type
within the allocation conflict between commercial fishers and anglers. Particularly
commercial fishers reported a rather low relevance of this species for their fishing activities.
However, the questionnaire was geared towards pike. Especially the question regarding
stakeholders’ perceptions on the ‘most important conflicts around pike’ may thus have
distorted the results insofar that issues around pike may have been overestimated, while
issues over other species like cod, herring, pikeperch or perch may have been
underestimated. Moreover, the guideline was divided into two sections: questions around
coastal fish resources in general and questions around pike. However, the two parts were
difficult to separate in the interviews although the division was explained by the interviewers
in the beginning. Various respondents answered explicitly with regard to pike in the general
section while others talked about different species in the pike section. In some cases, it was
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not clear which species respondents talked about, thus complicating a distinction between
the two topics in the coding process. The name of the project this master’s thesis contributed
to (Boddenhecht – pike at the Baltic coastal lagoons) may have contributed to an assumption
among respondents that the interview exclusively covers questions around pike.
Cultural drivers were rarely found in the interviews; however, that does not mean they did
not exist. Cultural drivers were not explicitly asked for in the interviews; additionally, values
are often underlying (Schwartz 2006) and thus sub-conscious. Naming and describing them
might have been difficult for respondents. Similarly, only few emotional drivers were visible
in the material because interview respondents were asked rather infrequently about how
conflicts affected them. In some interviews, the question was changed to ‘why is that a
problem’. Various interview respondents did not understand the question or how to respond
to it. With regard to audio data and interview transcripts, a few recordings had a low quality
due to noises and wind sounds (e.g. WS01, A01, A03). Some sentences were interrupted by
this, resulting in a loss of content understandability.
This study used qualitative interviews to analyze conflicts at the study area, which was a
valuable approach to illustrate the complex reality of fishery conflict. Specifically, the
qualitative approach helped in gaining a deeper understanding of stakeholders’ different
narratives and perceptions around conflict. However, a shortcoming of such qualitative
studies is that the data sample is not representative in a statistical sense and cannot be
generalized (Spijkers et al. 2018). Representative surveys with large data sets are needed in
order to test the validity of the detected conflict causes. Moreover, Spijkers et al. (2018)
suggest that research on fisheries conflict is largely dominated by qualitative single casestudies, and argue that large sets of cross-fishery data are needed to inform realistic models.
Hence, my research serves as a stepping stone for the generation of representative surveys
that resolve questions of causality on a larger scale.
Specifically, a noteworthy limitation with regard to the selection of interview respondents is
the under-representation of women. Under 10 % of interviews included women as
respondents. The contribution of women is still under-acknowledged in fisheries
management in Europe (Zhao et al. 2012; Harper et al. 2013); additionally, they continue to
be largely excluded from fisheries management systems and policy development (Harper et
al. 2013). Another limitation is the large number of interviewed anglers compared to
commercial fishers: conflicts involving commercial fishers may have been underestimated
compared to anglers due to the larger sample of respondents from the angling sector.
While my study revealed many determinants that contribute to conflict between fishery
stakeholders, it does not focus on revealing the values, norms and objectives they have in
common. However, uncovering shared values can provide a foundation for conflict
management (Harrison and Loring 2020). For instance, Obregón et al. (2019) have analyzed
common views expressed by commercial and recreational fishers.
Furthermore, perceptions of commercial fishers being financially deprived and surviving on
a minimal income were visible in the interview material. The study only vaguely touched
upon issues of uneven development, poverty and social status as they were not part of the
conflict framework. However, research suggests that wealth inequality as well as inequalities
in power and political voice may exacerbate conflict (Bower et al. 2014; Stepanova and
Bruckmeier 2013; Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014).
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Finally, it should be noted that the greatest difficulty was to compress the large amounts of
data into the given scope. A large part of the interview data was analyzed but could not be
presented due to the limited scope of this master’s thesis. Relevant conflicts that could not
be discussed in detail particularly include conflict between fishery users and fishery
management, conflict among commercial fishers, and conflict between fishery users and
external stakeholders. However, I argue that analyzing these conflicts will be essential in
order to obtain a holistic picture of conflict at the fishery.

4.4

Future research and management implications

Future research could clarify the methodological shortcomings elaborated in Chapter 4.3.
Specifically, I suggest that as a next step, quantitative studies could test the detected conflict
causes in a representative survey to validate conflict causality on an overall fishery level.
Such studies could include various conflicts at the fishery rather than limiting questions to
pike. In order to get a holistic picture of the conflict situation at the fishery, they should aim
at also including conflicts that could not be analyzed in detail – particularly if research is
used for conflict management and policy development. Additionally, I suggest that research
could further uncover distributions of power, as suggested by Cook-Huffman (2009) and
Boucquey (2017). In this regard, researchers should give particular attention to include
diverse perspectives in data samples (e.g. women, People of Color) in order to obtain
representative results and avoid the further exclusion of marginalized voices.
Furthermore, research could draw upon regional and nationwide socio-cultural studies to
better understand how cultural drivers shape conflict at the fishery. Future studies could also
analyze newspaper articles and online forums (e.g. angling forums) to get further insights,
as conflicts may be highly visible in these large databases.
Redpath et al. (2013) suggest that after gaining a profound understanding of conflicts, the
detected disputes should be addressed. My study thus serves as a first step that should be
followed by active and concrete measures to manage conflict. The analysis revealed three
key drivers – issues of distributive justice, insufficient structured communication and social
spaces to make collective agreements, and different interpretations of appropriate interaction
with fishery resources. I suggest that management should consider these key drivers when
developing management mechanisms.
Several recommendations can be given to dismantle communication barriers. Particularly a
lack of stakeholder engagement and social spaces to negotiate contributed to conflict.
Redpath et al. (2013) suggest that effective conflict management involves an active
engagement of stakeholders, policy makers and third parties. Other research agrees that
stakeholder engagement and interactive communication with policymakers is thus vital in
managing fisheries conflicts (Murshed-e-Jahan et al. 2014; Bennett et al. 2001). Again, Dietz
et al. (2003) agree that involving stakeholders in an informed discussion of rules is crucial
in effectively governing open-access resources; actors who frequently participate in such
discussions tend to perceive beneficial payoffs and reduced conflict (Lubell et al. 2020).
Additionally, fostering personal contact between stakeholders may reduce distrust (Redpath
et al. 2013) and discrimination (Allport 1954). Management efforts should therefore aim to
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create social spaces where stakeholders can participate in decision-making and discuss
suitable management options.
Additionally, as differences in resource norms were key in explaining conflict, management
could focus on identifying common ground between stakeholders of the analyzed fishery,
e.g. through additional research or within participatory workshops. Arlinghaus (2005)
suggests that diverse fishery stakeholders often have more in common than they realize
(Arlinghaus 2005); moreover, uncovering shared values can help in managing conflicts
(Harrison and Loring 2020, 2014).
Communication barriers also included stakeholders’ lack of access to relevant information.
Here, it is important to identify whether there is a need for new knowledge production or the
clarification of existing knowledge (Harrison and Loring 2020). As both gaps in data
availability and knowledge transfer were visible, a few recommendations can be made. First,
it is necessary to close data gaps and inform stakeholders on the status of pike stocks and
their influencing factors to align their perceptions (Arlinghaus 2005; Kearney 2001). To this
end, management bodies should consider including users into the process of monitoring
stocks (Arlinghaus 2005) and incorporating local ecological knowledge of stakeholders to
encourage cooperation (Thykjaer et al. 2019; Bower et al. 2014; Pita et al. 2020). And
second, clear information on the objectives, boundaries and implementation of regulations
could be given to stakeholders (Toonen and Mol 2013; Agardy et al. 2003) in order to
dismantle communication barriers. An angling representative made this very clear by stating
that the ‘why’ was missing. Dietz et al. (2003) emphasize the importance of providing
understandable and trustworthy information not only about the status and influencing factors
of stocks, but also about values that influence decision-making.
Issues of distributive justice mainly revolved around the tourist fishing ticket as well as
protected areas and commercial fishers’ special permits to access them, particularly leading
to feelings of relative deprivation and unfair treatment among anglers. A key management
challenge will thus be to find regulations that are perceived as relatively fair by the different
stakeholder groups. Arlinghaus (2005) recommends that when ‘soft paths’ such as
communication, information and stakeholder participation do not succeed, stricter regulatory
mechanisms such as zoning in space and time should be pursued. One strategy could be to
establish recreational-only fishing areas as a counterpart to the areas that only commercial
fishers can access; this type of spatial zoning has recently been used in an attempt to reduce
conflict between commercial and recreational fishers (Ochwada-Doyle et al. 2014; Tobin
2006). However, their effectiveness in reducing conflict remains uncertain and requires
further research (Tobin 2006). Moreover, appropriate monitoring mechanisms would be
needed to induce rule compliance (Dietz et al. 2003), but enforcement staff at the fishery
was indicated as currently insufficient. Nonetheless, the approach is in line with Dietz et al.
(2003) arguing that effective governance of resources requires the clear definition of user
group boundaries. The analysis revealed that such clear boundaries were not given at the
fishery; introducing spatial zoning could thus aid in reducing spacio-temporal overlap and
perceived competition to minimize conflict potential.
To conclude, effective conflict management at the fishery will require integrating
stakeholders into participatory decision-making processes and making relevant information
accessible to dismantle communication barriers. Additionally, zoning in time and space and
an improvement of monitoring mechanisms may be needed. In fact, this agrees with Ostrom
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(2011) arguing that participatory decision-making, appropriate monitoring mechanisms, and
the definition of clear boundaries are among the fundamental principles in effective resource
governance. Otherwise, stakeholder conflicts may undermine effective resource
conservation (Ostrom 1990; Harrison and Loring 2020). Managing conflicts at the fishery is
therefore paramount to prevent a ‘tragedy of the commons’. My research presents a first step
in this process, and hopefully contributes to finding long-term solutions for effective
governance at the fishery.
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